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1. Why carry out accounting research in the banking industry?
1.1. Why focus on the banking industry?
The banking industry is critically important to national and global economies. Banks are vital to the operation of a country’s domestic economy in their role as depository institutions and lenders to both corporations
and individuals. For example, Fields et al. (2004) estimate that banks represent over twenty percent of the
total public equity market capitalization in the United States.
Compared to industrial ﬁrms, ﬁrms in the banking industry have a number of distinct characteristics that
suggest interesting topics for research. First, banks have an unusually high degree of leverage relative to other
ﬁrms, with the leverage ratio in the banking sector reported to be as high as 90%. Employing an analytical
model, DeAngelo and Stulz (2015) demonstrate why it is optimal for banks to be highly leveraged. In their
model, high bank leverage is not the result of moral hazard, taxes or any of the other leverage-related distortions
outlined in Modigliani and Miller (1958). In an idealized setting without any such distortions, the only motive
for a bank to issue debt is the value generated by servicing the demand for socially valuable safe/liquid claims.
Second, banks have a diﬀerent governance structure from non-ﬁnancial ﬁrms. Kroszner and Strahan (2001)
ﬁnd that banks in the 1992 Forbes 500 had larger boards and a lower fraction of insiders than non-ﬁnancial
ﬁrms. Adams (2011) also reports bank boards to be larger and more independent than the boards of nonﬁnancial ﬁrms in the Riskmetrics database of S&P 1500 ﬁrms from 1996 to 2007. However, recent proposals
to improve bank governance, such as that made by Walker (2009), suggest that bank governance structures
are ineﬀective because of their diﬀerences from those of non-ﬁnancial ﬁrms. The current bank governance
regime is also blamed for being responsible in large part for the subprime mortgage crisis (Adams and
Mehran, 2011).
Third, banks operate with a higher degree of information uncertainty than other ﬁrms. Bank operations
and products are complex, rendering it diﬃcult to assess risks of large and diverse portfolios of loans or other
ﬁnancial instruments (Autore et al., 2009). Given these complexities, it is diﬃcult to fully understand all the
relevant information when communicating about a bank’s future prospects.
Finally, banks are highly regulated. In the United States, they are subject to the scrutiny of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), Federal Reserve Board and other government agencies. Regulation
restricts banks’ activities and imposes other conditions. For example, banks have to maintain minimum levels
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of capital, and they were not allowed to engage in the issuance of securities until the late-1990s. Moreover,
governments in some countries provide deposit insurance and guarantees, which change the way banks think
about risk, an important issue during the recent ﬁnancial crisis. The highly regulated nature of the industry
renders banks relatively homogeneous compared with industrial ﬁrms, both in terms of their operating activities and accounting practices. Focusing on a single, relatively homogeneous industry with relatively homogeneous accounting practices facilitates control over other determinants of cross-sectional diﬀerences, thus
increasing the reliability of inferences from empirical analysis. Hence, focusing on the banking industry allows
researchers to avoid many of the problems that arise when dealing with industrial ﬁrms.
1.2. Accounting research in the banking industry
The ﬁnancial crisis of 2007–2009 sparked a surge in accounting and ﬁnance research on the banking industry. Conducting accounting research on this industry has many advantages.
First, the banking industry is a good setting for investigating earnings management. Banking was a profitable industry until 2007, and became highly proﬁtable once again after the ﬁnancial crisis. For example, in
2001, the industry ranked second in proﬁtability after pharmaceuticals among Fortune 500 ﬁrms in the United
States (Public Citizen, 2002) and ranked third in returns on revenue in 2005 (CNNMoney.com). These high
levels of proﬁtability provide opportunities and incentives for managers to earn quasi-rents by distorting earnings. Moreover, the complexity of banking operations and the high level of information asymmetry increase
the need for the communication of private information, and thus also expand opportunities for earnings
management.
Second, as the banking industry is highly regulated, there are several regulations that aﬀect banks’ ﬁnancial
reporting, auditing, internal control, etc. In 1991, the FDIC Improvement Act (FDICIA) imposed new auditing, corporate reporting and governance requirements on depository institutions with assets exceeding US
$500 million (this threshold was raised to $1 billion in 2005) and on their auditors (Murphy, 2004). More
speciﬁcally, the FDICIA requires bank management to evaluate the bank’s internal controls over ﬁnancial
reporting, and auditors to attest to and report on the eﬀectiveness of those controls. Such requirements, particularly in the wake of the ﬁnancial crisis, raise many interesting and important accounting-related research
questions. For example, Jin et al. (2011) examine whether and how accounting and audit properties predicted
impending bank failures and trouble during the crisis.
Finally, the exogenous shock to the system caused by the 2008–2009 ﬁnancial crisis has created considerable interest in conducting research on the banking industry. For example, the crisis provides an ideal setting
in which to test the implications of discretionary reporting choices for risk-taking and ﬁnancial stability.
Moreover, as with any empirical research, data constitute the foundation and the banking industry oﬀers a
large body of detailed information for public and private banks that is readily available to researchers.
2. What have we learned from recent accounting research in banking?
2.1. Use of reporting discretion
The majority of accounting research in the banking arena focuses on how bank managers use their reporting discretion. Bank managers have ﬂexibility when preparing ﬁnancial statements. Therefore, how they use
that ﬂexibility, and particularly whether they manipulate ﬁnancial reporting, is deserving of study.
Unlike studies on the use of reporting discretion in by non-banking ﬁrms, research in the banking sector
generally focuses on a single accrual, loan loss provision (LLP) or loan loss allowance (LLA). LLP (LLA)
is by far the largest and most important accrual for banks. In normal times, the median ratio of LLP to earnings before LLP ranges between 15% and 20%, according to most studies, and the median ratio of LLA to
stockholders’ equity is around 10%. Bank managers estimate LLP to reﬂect changes in expected future loan
losses, a process that allows them wide latitude for discretion in LLP estimation (Kanagaretnam et al., 2003).
Moreover, the degree of discretion depends on the type of loan. For example, homogeneous loans typically
provide management with less ﬂexibility in estimating LLP than do heterogeneous loans. Bank managers’
use of discretion in estimating LLP has received considerable attention from the U.S. Securities and Exchange
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Commission (SEC) and bank regulatory agencies. The incurred loss model currently used to estimate LLP
(LLA) is similar to accounting for contingencies, which means that bank managers are often estimating the
likely implications of events that have already occurred. However, in July 2014, the International Accounting
Standards Board issued a new version of IFRS 9, which introduces an expected loss model for the recognition
and measurement of LLP (LLA). This model allows managers to incorporate estimates of potential future
events, and therefore aﬀords managers considerably more discretion than does the incurred loss model.
As noted, the banking literature generally focuses on a single accrual, that is, LLP or LLA. Focusing on a
single accrual facilitates a sharper separation of abnormal (discretionary) and normal (nondiscretionary)
accruals. Healy and Wahlen (1999) also state that examining speciﬁc accruals allows researchers to provide
direct evidence for standard setters concerning which standards work well and where there may be room
for improvement. Moreover, the measures of abnormal accruals commonly used for industrial ﬁrms are subject to serious measurement errors (McNichols, 2002). For example, Dechow et al. (2010) show that in crossindustry samples it is diﬃcult to disentangle the smoothness of reported earnings that reﬂect the smoothness of
the (i) fundamental earnings process, (ii) accounting rules, and (iii) intentional earnings manipulation.
McNichols (2002) also argues that the complexity associated with the modeling of estimation errors in aggregate accruals is daunting, and that proxies based on aggregate accruals have poor construct validity. Because
LLP (LLA) has a more uniform accrual-generating process, it can be decomposed into its nondiscretionary
and discretionary components more accurately, thus increasing the power of tests related to discretionary
accounting choices.
Bank managers’ use of reporting discretion can be classiﬁed into two categories based on their motivation.
The ﬁrst is bank managers’ use of discretion for reasons of eﬃciency. For example, they may use LLP (LLA)
to signal private information, smooth income to reduce perceived risk, or obtain external ﬁnancing. The second is their use of discretion for opportunistic reasons. For example, they may use LLP (LLA) to meet or beat
performance benchmarks, increase reported income, or enhance job security. The rest of this presentation
reviews some of the most important topics relating to bank managers’ reporting discretion.
2.1.1. Signaling
Bank managers have an incentive to communicate their private information on the bank’s favorable future
prospects. One approach is to signal that the bank is strong enough to absorb future potential losses by
increasing current LLP. A common explanation for why increased current LLP constitutes good news is that
bank managers are more likely to take hits to current earnings when the bank’s future earnings prospects are
favorable (Lobo and Yang, 2001). The main empirical approach used to test the signaling hypothesis is to
examine the relation between current returns and current discretionary LLP or that between changes in future
cash ﬂows and current discretionary LLP. Current discretionary LLP should be positively related to both
abnormal returns and changes in future cash ﬂows under the signaling hypothesis.
There is considerable evidence supporting the signaling hypothesis. Beaver et al. (1989) recognize that
investors interpret an unexpected increase in LLP as a signal of a bank’s ﬁnancial strength. Scholes et al.
(1990) ﬁnd that bank managers can lower their cost of capital by conveying private information to investors
by exercising discretion over LLP. Wahlen (1994) oﬀers evidence to show that bank managers increase the
discretionary component of current LLP when cash ﬂow prospects are expected to improve in future. Consistent with Wahlen’s (1994) ﬁndings, Beaver and Engel (1996) also ﬁnd a positive relationship between bank’s
discretionary LLP and stock price. Moreover, Beaver et al. (1997), Liu et al. (1997) and Kanagaretnam et al.
(2009) also document evidence of signaling. Ahmed et al. (1999), in contrast, ﬁnd no evidence in support of
signaling and do not observe a positive relationship between one-year-ahead change in operating cash ﬂows
and discretionary LLP.
2.1.2. Smoothing
Bank managers’ income smoothing behavior has long been the subject of considerable attention from the
SEC and banking agencies. In fact, LLP is one of the items under scrutiny by the SEC’s task force on earnings
management (The Wall Street Journal, 16 November 1998). Banks have strong incentives to smooth income to
avoid potential regulatory monitoring due to unusually high or low levels of earnings and to reduce their perceived risk. The implicit assumption is that regulators pay particular attention to banks with unusually high or
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low earnings (Lobo and Yang, 2001). Beatty et al. (1995) also conﬁrm that regulators monitor banks based on
their earnings. Given that LLP is an expense, banks can decrease their income in good times by increasing
their LLP and increase their income in bad times by decreasing it. The general approach to testing the smoothing hypothesis is to examine the relation between discretionary LLP and contemporaneous earnings before
taxes and provisions.
Numerous studies explore the use of discretion over LLP for smoothing income, but the evidence is mixed.
Wahlen (1994), for example, documents a positive relationship between unexpected provisions and current
pre-loan loss earnings, which means that the discretionary components of unexpected provisions are used
to smooth earnings. Kanagaretnam et al. (2004) ﬁnd the propensity to smooth income to be stronger for banks
with good or poor current performance relative to those with moderate performance. Collins et al. (1995), Liu
and Ryan (2006), Fonseca and Gonzalez (2008) and Kilic et al. (2013) also report evidence in support of
smoothing. Moyer (1990), Beatty et al. (1995) and Ahmed et al. (1999), in contrast, ﬁnd no evidence of
smoothing. Beatty et al. (1995) fail to ﬁnd any evidence of LLP being used to manage earnings, and
Wetmore and Brick (1994) argue that the income smoothing incentive is not a major factor in determining
LLP.
2.1.3. Risk-taking
Banks can also use their discretion over LLP (LLA) to manage risk. They can do so by recognizing LLP
(LLA) earlier (later), which creates incentives for taking less (more) risk. For example, banks can manage risktaking by being more or less conservative in their LLP (LLA) accounting. Banks with a high reported LLP
and low reported income in the current period will draw the attention of regulators, and thus limit their
risk-taking. Moreover, banks’ loan oﬃcers are evaluated by the net amount they earn from loans. Hence,
if a bank is quite conservative in reporting the LLP for each loan, the LLP amount becomes larger and the
loan oﬃcer earns less. Under this scenario, loan oﬃcers may typically have incentives to take fewer risks in
granting loans. The general approach used to test the risk-taking hypothesis is to examine the relation between
discretionary LLP (LLA) and risk-taking.
There is some evidence indicating that banks use their discretion over LLP (LLA) for risk management purposes. Jin et al. (2016) argue that banks use their discretion over LLA for eﬃciency rather than opportunistic
purposes, which means that they use that discretion to build a cushion to write oﬀ future losses and manage
risk, not to manage earnings. Bushman and Williams (2012) also ﬁnd banks that smooth earnings through
LLP have less risk-taking discipline, possibly because the reduced transparency makes external monitoring
more diﬃcult, whereas banks that recognize LLP in a more timely manner exhibit greater such discipline.
2.1.4. Capital management
Banks have incentives to meet regulatory minimum capital requirements by managing LLP because regulators monitor banks using accounting-based capital measures. The capital management hypothesis predicts
that the capital ratio is negatively related to LLP because bank managers with low capital ratios can increase
them by charging more LLPs to reduce the regulatory costs imposed by capital adequacy ratio regulations
(Lobo and Yang, 2001). Ryan (2011) notes that banks’ LLA was included in their primary capital without
limit prior to 1990. Hence, their ability to inﬂuence their capital adequacy ratios through LLA was much
greater prior to 1990 than it is now.
The general approach used to test the capital management hypothesis is to examine the relation between a
bank’s proximity to the minimum capital ratio and discretionary LLP. As stated above, using data from the
pre-1990 period, several studies have found evidence consistent with the capital management hypothesis
(Moyer, 1990; Beatty et al., 1995; Collins et al., 1995; Ahmed et al., 1999).
2.2. Role of formal and informal institutions
As previously noted, there are many interesting topics concerning whether and how formal and informal
institutions aﬀect the behavior of banks. Several studies discuss the implications of institutional diﬀerences
for banks’ income smoothing, risk-taking, earnings management and earnings quality. Formal institutions
refer to the rule of law and eﬃciency of the judicial system and/or bank-speciﬁc regulations, whereas informal
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institutions refer to culture, religion and trust. The general approach to testing the role of formal and informal
institutions in the banking industry is to examine diﬀerences in the earnings properties and/or risk-taking
behavior of banks in countries where these institutions are strong or weak.
Recently, several studies have documented evidence on the implications of formal and informal institutions
in the banking industry. For example, Kanagaretnam et al. (2011, 2014) ﬁnd the uncertainty avoidance and
individualism dimensions of national culture to be related to earnings quality, reporting conservatism and
risk-taking. They also provide evidence on the relation between legal, extra-legal and political institutional factors and earnings quality (Kanagaretnam et al. 2014). Moreover, Fonseca and Gonzalez (2008) show that
banks’ income smoothing depends on investor protection, disclosure, regulatory supervision, ﬁnancial structure and ﬁnancial development.
2.3. Relevance of fair value
Banks have numerous ﬁnancial instruments that are subject to fair value reporting, which renders the banking industry a perfect setting in which to explore the implications of fair value accounting. The underlying
theme in the literature is that fair value provides more relevant but perhaps less reliable information to investors. There is a tradeoﬀ between relevance and reliability. Hence, the overall usefulness of fair value accounting remains unclear. The general approach to testing its relevance in the banking industry is to examine the
explanatory power of fair value versus historical cost measures of ﬁnancial instruments for the market value
of equity or to compare the coeﬃcients relating fair value and historical cost measures to the market value of
equity.
Early studies such as Barth et al. (1996), Eccher et al. (1996) and Nelson (1996) ﬁnd some evidence to suggest that disclosures (under SFAS 107) are not value-relevant, whereas Venkatachalam (1996) documents
value relevance (for SFAS 119 disclosures). More recently, Ahmed et al. (2006) examine whether investors’
valuations of derivative fair value (before and after SFAS 133) diﬀer depending on whether they are recognized or disclosed. Song et al. (2010) show the value relevance of level-1 and level-2 fair value (under SFAS
157) to be greater than that of level-3 fair value. Moreover, Ahmed et al. (2011) report that derivative disclosures under SFAS 133 provide risk-relevant information to debt holders.
2.4. Role of auditing
The banking industry is also a good setting in which to investigate auditor independence and the implications of audit quality. There is mixed evidence of a relation between abnormal audit fees and abnormal accruals for industrial ﬁrms. It is unclear whether this mixed evidence is the result of greater auditor independence
or whether impaired auditor independence is masked by error in measuring earnings management. As previously noted, total accruals are more easily decomposed into discretionary and non-discretionary components
in the banking industry, and thus an undistorted relation between earnings management and auditor interdependence seems likely.
Several recent studies have discussed the role of auditing in the banking industry. Kanagaretnam et al.
(2010a), for example, ﬁnd auditor independence to be impaired only for small banks. Kanagaretnam et al.
(2010b) consider a sample of banks from 29 countries, and show that the presence of Big 4 auditors and industry specialist auditors reduces earnings management. Moreover, Kanagaretnam et al., 2009 report that discretionary LLP is more informative for banks audited by Big 5 auditors and industry specialist auditors.
3. Concluding remarks
As indicated at the start of this review, the banking industry is a rich and rewarding setting for addressing a
variety of important and interesting accounting issues. This review does not cover all the interesting questions
that have been studied. The recent reviews by Beatty and Liao (2014) and Bushman (2014) provide more
detailed discussions and cover a wider range of topics. These papers will help you gain a deeper understanding
of and appreciation for the interesting and wide-ranging accounting research questions that have been
addressed in the banking setting.
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